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Bring fact-checked results to the top of your browser search. Their most prominent representative, Walther
von der Vogelweide, is recognized for his didactic moral and religious poetry as well as for his poems of love.
Later, fraternities of mostly middle-class singers developed into singing schools Singschulen , organized as
craft guilds, in free cities such as Mainz , where the first such school is said to have been founded in the early
13th century by the minnesinger Frauenlob. In the midth century the leader of the Protestant Reformation ,
Martin Luther , composed chorales, many of them based on older Latin hymns and secular tunes, for
performance in religious services. The chorale , a musical form characteristic of the Protestant church in
Germany, was developed in sophisticated ways in the early 17th century by the composer and musicologist
Michael Praetorius. The late Baroque period of musical history the first half of the 17th century was
dominated by Johann Sebastian Bach , a brilliant and prolific composer for the organ and harpsichord, who
produced masterpieces of instrumental and sacred vocal music, including the six Brandenburg Concertos and
the Mass in B Minor, and by the German-born English composer George Frideric Handel , who is best
remembered for his operas and oratorios, especially the Messiah, and for the instrumental pieces Water Music
and Music for the Royal Fireworks. Indeed, Ludwig van Beethoven , whose work bridged the 18th and 19th
centuries, is generally regarded as the pivotal transitional figure between the Classical periodâ€”best
represented by the works of Austrians Franz Joseph Haydn and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart â€”and the
Romantic period. Mozart, considered by many the greatest of all musical geniuses, was the master of all
genres , especially the symphony, chamber music for strings, and opera. Beethoven developed the major forms
of Classical instrumental musicâ€”especially the symphony, the sonata, and the quartetâ€”in radically new
directions. Ludwig van Beethoven, portrait by Josef Karl Stieler. Other significant 19th-century German
composers included Robert Schumann and his wife Clara Schumann , Carl Maria von Weber , Johannes
Brahms , who, with the Russian Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky, was one of the most important symphonic
composers of the second half of the 19th century, and Richard Wagner , who created a revolutionary new form
of musical drama grounded in complicated psychological, religious, and philosophical symbolism. Felix
Mendelssohn, painting by Wilhelm Hensel. His contemporary the Austrian Gustav Mahler anticipated the
compositional techniques of the 20th century and is generally regarded as the last great composer in the
Austro-German tradition. In the early 20th century the Austrian Arnold Schoenberg invented the atonal
method of composition known as serialism , or the tone technique , to which German composer Paul
Hindemith responded by developing a system of composition that expanded traditional tonality. Also shaped
by Schoenberg, the Austrian composer Alban Berg produced exceptional worksâ€”notably his operas
Wozzeck and Luluâ€”in atonal style. Carl Orff , in addition to composing, created an innovative system of
musical education for children. The rise of the Nazis in forced many German composers and musicians to flee
to the United States. In the decades after World War II , Karlheinz Stockhausen , the most eminent of
contemporary German composers, produced avant-garde electronic music that radically extended the
expressive possibilities of serialism. Many German musicians, including the conductor and pianist Christian
Thielemann and the violinist Anne-Sophie Mutter , and concert vocalists, including Elisabeth Schwarzkopf
and Peter Schreir, enjoy international reputations. The system of state-supported opera has allowed many
young North American and British singers lacking opportunities at home to train in Germany, and some
remain in the permanent companies there. A wave of other German groups followed, making important
contributions to a variety of genres. Kraftwerk helped lay the foundation for modern electronic music and
influenced the development of hip-hop. Dance also has been an important part of German cultural life. The
waltz quickly gained popularity in other European countries, perhaps because it appeared to represent some of
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the abstract values of the Romantic era, the ideals of freedom, character, passion, and expressiveness. Vienna
became the city of the waltz. The early 19th century was the age of the Viennese waltz kings, most notably the
composers of the Strauss family. Ballet in Germany was generally relegated to various court opera
productions. However, German theatrical dance lacked a unified movement until the 20th century. Early
modern dance pioneers such as Mary Wigman , Kurt Jooss , and Hanya Holm had a broad influence on dance
practice, particularly in the United States. The Hamburg Ballet is also a lively centre of world ballet. For
further discussion, see Western music ; waltz ; and ballet.
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Louis XIV was a major influence in its development and promotion. Even at the age of fourteen, Louis was an
accomplished dancer: During 17th century dancing had not only a great social importance, but could also carry
political importance. While the French style of dancing had prominence throughout most of Europe including
Britain, Germany and Russia , contemporary Italy saw the parallel development of a distinct Italian style
continuing Renaissance traditions of dance. The French noble style was danced both at social events and by
professional dancers in theatrical productions such as opera-ballets and court entertainments. A baroque solo
by Barbara Segal â€” Early Dance Circle at Charlton House The same step vocabulary was used in social and
theatrical dance, but it was in the theatre that the most demanding and complicated steps were seen.
Professional male dancers could execute aerial beaten steps such as entrechats six and cabrioles. La Camargue
or Camargo shortened her skirt to show off her footwork. Such dancing was the immediate precursor of
classical ballet, which inherited the range of step-names while developing the actual steps, sometimes beyond
recognition. Complex dances were often popular adaptations from the stage. However, couples dancing a duet
would relate to each other in mirror symmetry, the male dancer starting on his right foot and the female on her
left. This system could become immensely complex for specific dances. To learn how to do the actual steps,
we have to consult the dancing manuals of the period see below. The placing of the arms was not generally
notated, but certain rules applied which were described in the manuals, and the dancers could choose the most
appropriate ones to follow for each dance or devise their own system. The Dances There are over extant
dances published in notation. There was a basic vocabulary of approximately twenty steps, though these were
performed with many subtle variations and at least 20 different types of dances were notated, their names
familiar from the dance suites of baroque composers. The minuet became a rite of passage at courts across
Europe. Dances can be categorised in accordance with their basic rhythm: French contredanses the French
adaptation of English Country dances were given in simpler notation. Beaumont Nuremberg, ; Mineoloa, NY:
Beaumont, New York, Barbara Sparti Olms, Other primary sources for French Baroque dance are listed by
W. The Compleat Dancing Master: Translation Peter Lang Pub. Unlike many historians of dance, Ivor Guest
uses his first 3 chapters to survey developments in dance from the 15th century to Romantic ballet. Quirey,
May I have the Pleasure? The story of popular dancing London, ; reprinted, B. Holmes, Apology for History
London, C. Wildeblood, The Polite World London, ; revised ed. Wood, Advanced Historical Dances London,
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You can listen to this music by turning on the radio or tuning in to MTV, even on the computer. What about
the 18th century? We will look at some 18th century composers and web sites that cover these people and their
music. Therefore, you will be able to come back and revisit these sites any time you wish. In the world of the
arts and music, the 18th century was one of the best times. The composers were more than writers of music,
they also performed their works. The period from about to is known as the Baroque era. Music, like the
architecture and painting of the time, was designed on a grand scale. Several developments brought music
close to its modern forms. The baroque age brought an increased interest in instrumental music. In the second
half of the 18th century music found new and important expression in the works of the Austrian composers
Franz Joseph Haydn and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. In contrast to the grand works of the baroque era, the
compositions of the classical period were dignified, emotionally restrained, and marked by great clarity. In
place of the intricate texture of the polyphonic works, music now tended to be more homophonic having a
single predominant melody, with a chordal accompaniment. All of these men composed for kings, and nobles.
Most were supported financially by the European Monarchs, i. Others produced works for the church. A
central figure of the Viennese classical school, Mozart is often considered the greatest musical genius of all
time. His output especially in view of his short life was enormous, including 16 operas, 41 symphonies, 27
piano and five violin concerti, 25 string quartets, 19 masses, and other works in every form popular in his
time. Perhaps his greatest single achievement is in the characterization of his operatic figures. Handel George
Frederic A musical giant of the late baroque period, George Frederic Handel was born in Germany but spent
most of his adult life in England. He successfully combined German, French, Italian, and English musical
styles in about 40 operas, 20 oratorios, and numerous other vocal pieces, instrumental works, and church
music. Beethoven , Ludwig van The composer of some of the most influential pieces of music ever written,
Ludwig van Beethoven created a bridge between the 18th-century classical period and the new beginnings of
Romanticism. His greatest breakthroughs in composition came in his instrumental work, including his
symphonies. Unlike his predecessor Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, for whom writing music seemed to come
easily, Beethoven always struggled to perfect his work. Bach Johann Sebastian His works brought to a climax
the baroque period during which many new forms and styles were developed. Bach wrote literally thousands
of compositions, many for use in churches or in instruction. Combining elements of the Lutheran chorale, the
French and Italian orchestral styles, and baroque organ music. Called the father of both the symphony and the
string quartet, Joseph Haydn founded what is known as the Viennese classical school consisting of Haydn, his
friend Mozart, and his pupil Beethoven. He lived from the end of the baroque period to the beginning of the
romantic and presided over the musical transition between them. His distinct style combined elements of the
baroque, the gallant style from Italy and France, and the emotional empfindsamer Stil, or "sensitive style," of
the north Germans. Today you can listen to these master works on CD, Records and Tapes, but in the 18th
century, you had to be present at a live concert to listen or at least, if you had talent, play the music yourself.
Some of the music, I believe should be heard in concert in order to really appreciate the composers and their
work, especially The Messiah by Handel. However, this is my own opinion.
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Bring fact-checked results to the top of your browser search. The 18th century theatre A general decline in the
level of playwriting during the 18th century was offset in large part by the emergence of some excellent actors
and the building of hundreds of theatres throughout Europe. A new audience also emerged at this time.
Inflation and the studied carelessness of the aristocracy had left many noble families impoverished, while
middle-class merchants and financiers prospered. Intermarriage became a necessity for the nobility and a
means of increasing social status for the middle class, whose members constituted the greater part of the new
theatregoing public. Eager to enjoy its hard-won privileges but at the same time unable to cultivate the same
tastes as the nobility, the middle class demanded something less artificial and formal than the theatre of the
late 17th centuryâ€”something more realistic and genteel. This audience was not prepared to labour over
aesthetic subtleties; it wanted sensation. Middle-class drama In France, there was no one to carry forward the
genius of Racine, and Neoclassical tragedy gave way to the drame bourgeois of Denis Diderot , whose
moralizing domestic plays made a heavy appeal to the emotions. Voltaire was fortunate to have some of the
greatest actors of the period appear in his plays, among them Lekain. A similar attempt to be rid of the
delicacy of Racine came from the Italian dramatist Count Vittorio Alfieri. In plays such as Oreste , he went
back to the Greeks for inspiration, filling the old stories with strong passions. A more accessible genre for
conveying high tragic sentiment was the opera. Kings and princes in nearly every European country built court
theatres to house it, and when the composition of the audience widened, huge opera houses were constructed.
The Galli da Bibiena family of Bologna reigned as the supreme masters of scenic design, exerting influence
throughout Europe. This was particularly the case in the popular English ballad opera , which was more like a
play with songs. Teatro alla Scala La Scala. At the beginning of the century, Paris had three theatres, but by
there were The growth of playhouses in London was discouraged by the Licensing Act of , which gave the
lord chamberlain extensive powers to censor all plays and to uphold the monopoly of the two patent theatres in
London. Theatre managers, however, found a way around this by filling out their programs with musical
items. Similar laws in Paris were evaded by unlicensed actors who played in forains, the illegal theatres of the
fairgrounds. Outside London, the spread of theatres royal in provincial towns gave new importance to the
touring circuits, which became valuable training grounds for young actors. In both tragedy and comedy,
Garrick developed a more convincing style of acting that became widely influential. As manager of the Drury
Lane Theatre , he introduced concealed stage lighting and stopped the practice of spectators sitting on the
stage. Voltaire did the same in France. It is interesting to note that, at the time Garrick was buried in
Westminster Abbey , French actors, under penalty of excommunication, still had to be buried in unconsecrated
ground. Some of the most important dramatic contributions in the 18th century were in the field of comedy.
Oliver Goldsmith evoked the Elizabethan mood and signaled a return to hearty laughter in She Stoops to
Conquer ; Richard Brinsley Sheridan tried to revive the comedy of manners in The School for Scandal
Goldoni replaced the improvised dialogue with fully written texts, and, although he achieved popularity with
Il servitore di due padrone c. Gozzi, on the other hand, allowed his actors plenty of opportunity for
improvisation. Comedy reached an exuberant peak in two plays by the French dramatist Pierre-Augustin
Caron de Beaumarchais: Under the stage name of Lun, he played Harlequin in a new form he called
pantomime. Rich produced a pantomime annually until The form continued after him and became even more
popular in the 19th century. The beginnings of American theatre The strongly Puritan sentiments of settlers in
North America prohibited the development of theatre until the early 18th century, when a number of English
actors arrived in the South and began staging plays in temporary venues. The first theatres were built in
Williamsburg, Va. By the mids a number of theatres had opened in New York , and in the first visiting
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company from London performed in Williamsburg. Although there was no lack of enthusiasm for developing
an indigenous American theatre at the end of the 18th century, the plays written and produced during that
period proved lifeless and derivative, often little more than adaptations of English successes. Before and after
independence , several legislatures in New England tried on moral grounds to prohibit theatrical performances.
The 19th-century theatre The last decades of the 18th century were characterized by a break from the cool
reason of Neoclassicism and an urge to reassert freedom and national consciousness. The French and
American revolutions were the most notable consequences of this, but there were stirrings throughout Europe.
The theatre became an important means of arousing patriotic fervour, a function that was to continue well into
the 19th century. At the same time, the theatre doors were opened to the lower classes, who swelled the
audience and imposed their own tastes. More and more playhouses were built to accommodate the demand.
The Romantic theatre A spirit of Romanticism swept through all the arts. In the theatre, formalized rules were
cast aside to allow for much more individualistic and passionate expression. The emphasis on detail, as
opposed to the Neoclassical preoccupation with the general and representative, led toward naturalism on the
one hand and a drama of the subjective imagination on the other. Almost every major poet turned his hand to
writing plays. The source of inspiration for them all was Shakespeare, who enjoyed a new wave of
appreciation in numerous translations and productions all over Europe. By contrast, the influence of
Shakespeare in Germany proved liberating. Goethe and Schiller were both involved with the court theatre at
Weimar. When Goethe, as director of the theatre, saw that the Sturm und Drang movement was leading to
excess and absurdity, he reverted to a more Classical style of theatre. Heinrich von Kleist , best known for his
play Prinz Friedrich von Homburg ; The Prince of Homburg , was considered by some the only dramatist of
real merit at the time. Melodrama Melodrama arose from two factors: In spite of its lack of literary merit,
melodrama became the most popular dramatic form of the 19th century. For example, August von Kotzebue ,
whose work Goethe was reluctantly forced to stage at Weimar, wrote more than melodramas and exerted an
enormous influence in England and France. They took every opportunity to incorporate sensational or
terrifying effectsâ€”such as floods , fires, and earthquakes â€”and made use of live animals on stage. In their
works, character development is secondary to lively action. Much of the dialogue was accompanied by
incidental music in an effort to heighten emotional impact. Even the best actors of the day, including John
Philip Kemble and his sister Sarah Siddons , were compelled to appear in melodramas as an alternative to
Shakespeare. The early 19th century While Shakespearean tragedy remained the main inspiration for serious
Romantic drama in Russia , Poland , Hungary , and the Scandinavian countries during the early 19th century,
few works of true merit were produced. The most influential contributions, however, were in the field of
popular theatre. Joseph Grimaldi created the much loved clown character in the harlequinade section of the
English pantomime, appearing annually at Covent Garden until his retirement in Both men became living
legends. Courtesy of the Victoria and Albert Museum, Theatre Collection, London A strain of fantastic
comedy , influenced by Gozzi in its juxtaposition of the fairy-tale world and reality, was developed in
Germany and Austria in the plays of Johann Nestroy and Ferdinand Raimund. In England this found
expression in the extravaganza similar in spirit to the pantomime mainly through the fairy plays of J. His
example was followed later in the century by Sir W. Gilbert , who became famous for the satirical operettas he
wrote with Sir Arthur Sullivan , notable among which was Iolanthe The English burlesque a more satirical
version of the extravaganza and the burletta a farce with songs were also popular forms of the time, as was
their French counterpart, the vaudeville, which paved the way for the operetta. Rise in the number of theatres
A sharp increase in the number of theatre buildings matched the rapid growth in urban development. During
the London winter season of , for example, only 10 theatres were operating; by there were Drury Lane was
rebuilt on a huge scale in , designed to seat 3, people. This made audiences difficult for actors to control, and
subtle acting became almost impossible. Most of the new theatres, however, were much smaller. Courtesy of
the Henry E. Initially, the disadvantages were an appalling smell and a greatly increased danger of fire from
the naked jets of flame. The advantage was that the brightness of onstage light could be controlled to a degree
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never before known. Faced with the prospect of a much wider theatregoing public, theatres became more
specialized, catering to particular classes and their corresponding tastes. For middle-class audiences, changes
in the auditoriums of European public theatres brought about greater comfort and respectability, with the result
that spectators became quieter during the performance. In England, for example, soft seats were installed in
the pit by the late s. Some individuals began to exploit their special talents as singers, dancers, mimics, and
jugglers, giving solo performances in ale houses and taverns. These forms of entertainment became so popular
that a great chain of provincial and metropolitan theatres sprang up from the music room annex of the public
saloon during the second half of the 19th century. Romantic realism The visit to Paris of an English
Shakespearean company in had an immediate effect on French drama and acting techniques, inspiring Victor
Hugo to write Hernani , which signaled the beginning of a more distinctly literary Romanticism in France.
Historical dramas with a strong nationalist spirit began appearing in nearly every country, finding particularly
stirring expression in opera. This theatre, which departed from the Baroque opera house, set a pattern of
theatre production that is still followed today: Opera of a different style reached a peak in Italy through the
works of Guiseppe Verdi. The main trend in Europe around the middle of the century was toward Romantic
realism and the development of a theatre of ideas. Edward George Bulwer-Lytton wrote one of the first
English plays on a contemporary theme Money [] , and the Irish-born writer and actor Dion Boucicault , best
known for London Assurance , had great success in both London and New York City with his melodramas. In
spite of the shallowness of his plays, Sardou provided some memorable roles for the great French actress
Sarah Bernhardt. A more serious type of drama, developed by Alexandre Dumas fils , was the problem play
sometimes called a thesis play , in which social problems were debated. The actor-manager If contemporary
plays were of a poor standard, the deficiency was partly hidden by flamboyant productions and bravura
performances by star actors, many of whom managed their own companies. The 19th century was the heyday
of the actor-manager system: Although the actor-managers often chose plays for good acting parts rather than
for their dramatic value, they introduced many reforms. In England William Charles Macready , one of the
great tragedians of the century, was among the first to introduce full rehearsals for his company. Irving also
helped to raise the status of actors, becoming in the first English actor to be knighted. Because of the technical
difficulties of manipulating complicated scenic effects e. Movement toward realism The Romantic movement
at the beginning of the 19th century had stimulated an interest in historical plays, which in turn gave rise to an
almost obsessive preoccupation with authentic settings and costumes. Needless to say, this did incalculable
damage to both the pace and fluidity of the play. In such impressive surroundings crowd scenes reached new
peaks of popularity and spectacle. Large numbers of exotic animals were also used whenever an excuse could
be found.
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The area of modern Germany is rich in finds of prehistoric art , including the Venus of Hohle Fels. This
appears to be the oldest undisputed example of Upper Paleolithic art and figurative sculpture of the human
form in general, from over 35, years BP, which was only discovered in ; [1] the better-known Venus of
Willendorf 24â€”22, BP comes from a little way over the Austrian border. The spectacular finds of Bronze
Age golden hats are centred on Germany, as was the "central" form of Urnfield culture , and Hallstatt culture.
The German provinces produced art in provincial versions of Roman styles, but centres there, as over the
Rhine in France, were large-scale producers of fine Ancient Roman pottery , exported all over the Empire.
German medieval art really begins with the Frankish Empire of Charlemagne d. Carolingian art was restricted
to a relatively small number of objects produced for a circle around the court and a number of Imperial abbeys
they sponsored, but had a huge influence on later Medieval art across Europe. The most common type of
object to survive is the illuminated manuscript ; wall paintings were evidently common but, like the buildings
that housed them, have nearly all vanished. The earlier centres of illumination were located in modern France,
but later Metz in Lorraine and the Abbey of Saint Gall in modern Switzerland came to rival them. The Drogo
Sacramentary and Folchard Psalter are among the manuscripts they produced. Early Christian art had not
featured monumental sculptures of religious figures as opposed to rulers, as these were strongly associated by
the Church Fathers with the cult idols of Ancient Roman religion. Byzantine art and modern Eastern Orthodox
religious art have maintained the prohibition to the present day, but Western art was apparently decisively
influenced by the example of Charlemagne to abandon it. As Charlemagne himself does not appear to have
been very interested in visual art, his political rivalry with the Byzantine Empire , supported by the Papacy ,
may have contributed to the strong pro-image position expressed in the Libri Carolini , which set out the
position on images held with little variation by the Western Church for the rest of the Middle Ages , and
beyond. The Reichenau style uses simplified and patterned shapes to create strongly expressive images, far
from the classical aspirations of Carolingian art, and looking forward to the Romanesque. The wooden Gero
Cross of â€” in Cologne Cathedral is both the oldest and the finest early medieval near life-size crucifix figure;
art historians had been reluctant to credit the records giving its date until they were confirmed by
dendrochronology in Germany was a central part of the movement, though German Romanesque architecture
made rather less use of sculpture than that of France. With increasing prosperity massive churches were built
in cities all over Germany, no longer just those patronized by the Imperial circle. According to Henri Focillon
, Gothic allowed German art "to define for the first time certain aspects of its native genius-a vigorous and
emphatic conception of life and form, in which theatrical ostentation mingled with vehement emotional
frankness. The court of the Holy Roman Emperor , then based in Prague , played an important part in forming
the International Gothic style in the late 14th century. Hamburg was one of the cities in the Hanseatic League ,
then at the height of its prosperity, and Bertram was succeeded in the city by artists such as Master Francke ,
the Master of the Malchin Altar , Hans Bornemann , Hinrik Funhof and Wilm Dedeke who survived into the
Renaissance period. Hanseatic artists painted commissions for Baltic cities in Scandinavia and the modern
Baltic states to the east. In the south, the Master of the Bamberg Altar is the first significant painter based in
Nuremberg , while the Master of Heiligenkreuz and then Michael Pacher worked in Austria. South German
wood sculpture was important in developing new subjects that reflected the intensely emotional devotional life
encouraged by movements in late medieval Catholicism such as German mysticism. Indeed "Late Gothic
Baroque" is a term sometimes used to describe hyper-decorated and emotional 15th-century art, above all in
Germany. Classical ornament had little historical resonance in much of Germany, but in other respects
Germany was very quick to follow developments, especially in adopting printing with movable type , a
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German invention that remained almost a German monopoly for some decades, and was first brought to most
of Europe , including France and Italy, by Germans. He rapidly became famous all over Europe for his
energetic and balanced woodcuts and engravings, while also painting. Though retaining a distinctively
German style, his work shows strong Italian influence, and is often taken to represent the start of the German
Renaissance in visual art, which for the next forty years replaced the Netherlands and France as the area
producing the greatest innovation in Northern European art. Martin Luther had objected to much Catholic
imagery, but not to imagery itself, and Lucas Cranach the Elder , a close friend of Luther, had painted a
number of "Lutheran altarpieces", mostly showing the Last Supper , some with portraits of the leading
Protestant divines as the Twelve Apostles. This phase of Lutheran art was over before , probably under the
more fiercely aniconic influence of Calvinism , and religious works for public display virtually ceased to be
produced in Protestant areas. Presumably largely because of this, the development of German art had virtually
ceased by about , but in the preceding decades German artists had been very fertile in developing alternative
subjects to replace the gap in their order books. Cranach, apart from portraits, developed a format of thin
vertical portraits of provocative nudes, given classical or Biblical titles. It is an intensely emotional work that
continues the German Gothic tradition of unrestrained gesture and expression, using Renaissance
compositional principles, but all in that most Gothic of forms, the multi-winged triptych. With Altdorfer in the
lead, the school produced the first examples of independent landscape art in the West nearly 1, years after
China , in both paintings and prints. Hans the Elder was a pioneer and leader in the transformation of German
art from the Gothic to the Renaissance style. His son, Hans Holbein the Younger was an important painter of
portraits and a few religious works, working mainly in England and Switzerland. The next significant German
artists worked in the rather artificial style of Northern Mannerism , which they had to learn in Italy or
Flanders. Hans von Aachen and the Netherlandish Bartholomeus Spranger were the leading painters at the
Imperial courts in Vienna and Prague, and the productive Netherlandish Sadeler family of engravers spread
out across Germany, among other counties. Both produced highly finished cabinet paintings , mostly on
copper, with classical themes and landscape backgrounds. A vital element in the effect of German Baroque
interiors was the work of the Wessobrunner School , a later term for the stuccoists of the late 17th and 18th
centuries. Another manifestation of German sculptural skill was in porcelain ; the most famous modeller is
Johann Joachim Kaendler of the Meissen factory in Dresden, but the best work of Franz Anton Bustelli for the
Nymphenburg Porcelain Manufactory in Munich is often considered the greatest achievement of 18th-century
porcelain. Baroque and Rococo periods saw German art producing mostly works derivative of developments
elsewhere, though numbers of skilled artists in various genres were active. The period remains little-known
outside Germany, and though it "never made any claim to be among the great schools of painting", its neglect
by non-German art history remains striking. Many German painters worked abroad, including Johann Liss
who worked mainly in Venice , Joachim von Sandrart and Ludolf Bakhuisen , the leading marine artist of the
final years of Dutch Golden Age painting. Mengs was one of the most highly regarded artists of his day,
working in Rome, Madrid and elsewhere, and finding an early Neo-Classical style that now seems rather
effete, although his portraits are more effective. His paintings and hundreds of prints, book illustrations and
political cartoons are an invaluable visual record of the everyday life and the increasingly complex mentality
of Enlightenment Germany, and its emerging Nationalism. The Tischbein family dynasty were solid
all-rounders who covered most of the 18th century between them, as did the Zick family, initially mainly
painters of grand Baroque ceilings, who were still active in the 20th century in the person of the illustrator
Alexander Zick. In Germany the uncertain market for art in a country divided into a multitude of small states
meant that significant German artists have been to the present day more likely to accept teaching posts in the
academies and their successor institutions than their equivalents in England or France have been. In general
German academies imposed a particular style less rigidly than was for long the case in Paris, London, Moscow
or elsewhere. Goethe had tried to train as an artist, and his landscape sketches show "occasional flashes of
emotion in the presence of nature which are quite isolated in the period". In the following century, German
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universities were the first to teach art history as an academic subject, beginning the leading position that
Germany and Austria was to occupy in the study of art history until the dispersal of scholars abroad in the
Nazi period. Outside Germany only Caspar David Friedrich is well-known, but there were a number of artists
with very individual styles, notably Philipp Otto Runge , who like Friedrich had trained at the Copenhagen
Academy and was forgotten after his death until a revival in the 20th century. Friedrich painted almost entirely
landscapes, with a distinctive Northern feel, and always a feeling of quasi-religious stillness. Often his figures
are seen from behind â€” they like the viewer are lost in contemplation of the landscape. The Nazarene
movement , the coinage of a mocking critic, denotes a group of early 19th-century German Romantic painters
who aimed to revive honesty and spirituality in Christian art. The principal motivation of the Nazarenes was a
reaction against Neoclassicism and the routine art education of the academy system. They hoped to return to
art which embodied spiritual values, and sought inspiration in artists of the late Middle Ages and early
Renaissance, rejecting what they saw as the superficial virtuosity of later art. Their programme was not
dissimilar to that of the English Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood in the s, although the core group took it as far as
wearing special pseudo-medieval clothing. They met up with the Austrian romantic landscape artist Joseph
Anton Koch, â€” who became an unofficial tutor to the group. Unlike the strong support given to the
Pre-Raphaelites by the dominant art critic of the day, John Ruskin , Goethe was dismissive of the Nazarenes:
Biedermeier art appealed to the prosperous middle classes by detailed but polished realism , often celebrating
domestic virtues, and came to dominate over French-leaning aristocratic tastes, as well as the yearnings of
Romanticism. Carl Spitzweg was a leading German artist in the style. He dramaticised past and contemporary
Prussian military successes both in paintings and brilliant wood engravings illustrating books, yet his domestic
subjects are intimate and touching. He followed the development of early Impressionism to create a style that
he used for depicting grand public occasions, among other subjects like his Studio Wall. The term "Munich
school" is used both of German and of Greek painting , after Greeks like Georgios Jakobides studied under
him. The group survived until the s, despite splits, and its regular exhibitions helped launch the next two
generations of Berlin artists, without imposing a particular style. Perhaps their most important contribution
had been the rediscovery of the woodcut as a valid medium for original artistic expression. For Kandinsky,
blue is the colour of spiritualityâ€”the darker the blue, the more it awakens human desire for the eternal see his
book On the Spiritual in Art. Kandinsky had also titled a painting Der Blaue Reiter see illustration in The
artists of Der Blaue Reiter were less oriented towards intense expression of emotion and more towards theorya tendency which would lead Kandinsky to pure abstraction. Still, it was the spiritual and symbolic properties
of abstract form that were important. Max Ernst led a Dada group in Cologne, where he also practiced collage,
but with a greater interest in Gothic fantasy than in overt political contentâ€”this hastened his transition into
surrealism , of which he became the leading German practitioner. It is thus post-expressionist and applied to
works of visual art as well as literature, music, and architecture. It describes the stripped-down, simplified
building style of the Bauhaus and the Weissenhof Settlement , the urban planning and public housing projects
of Bruno Taut and Ernst May , and the industrialization of the household typified by the Frankfurt kitchen.
Unlike some of the other groupings, the Neue Sachlichkeit was never a formal group, and its artists were
associated with other groups; the term was invented by a sympathetic curator, and "Magic Realism" by an art
critic. Lucian Bernhard was a leading figure. Den macht uns keiner nach , by George Grosz , drawn in pen ,
photo-lithograph Nazi art The Nazi regime banned modern art , which they condemned as degenerate art from
the German: According to Nazi ideology, modern art deviated from the prescribed norm of classical beauty.
While the s to s are considered the heyday of modern art movements, there were conflicting nationalistic
movements that resented abstract art, and Germany was no exception. Avant-garde German artists were now
branded both enemies of the state and a threat to the German nation. Many went into exile, with relatively few
returning after World War II. Dix was one who remained, being conscripted into the Volkssturm Home Guard
militia; Pechstein kept his head down in rural Pomerania. Nolde also stayed, creating his "unpainted pictures"
in secret after being forbidden to paint. The show was intended as an official condemnation of modern art, and
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included over paintings, sculptures, prints, and books from the collections of thirty two German museums.
Expressionism, which had its origins in Germany, had the largest proportion of paintings represented.
Simultaneously, and with much pageantry, the Nazis presented the Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung Great
German art exhibition at the palatial Haus der deutschen Kunst House of German Art. This exhibition
displayed the work of officially approved artists such as Arno Breker and Adolf Wissel. At the end of four
months Entartete Kunst had attracted over two million visitors, nearly three and a half times the number that
visited the nearby Grosse deutsche Kunstausstellung.
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In order to continually improve his product and even surpass the creations of the 17th and 18th century innovators,
Greiner studies the sound of old instruments together with other researchers.
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German Masters of the Nineteenth Century: Paintings and Drawings from the Federal Republic of Germany has been
published in connection with the largest and most important exhibition devoted to nineteenth-century German paintings
and drawings ever held in North America. Nineteenth-century German art.
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German art has a long and distinguished tradition in the visual arts, from the earliest known work of figurative art to its
current output of contemporary art.. Germany has only been united into a single state since the 19th century, and
defining its borders has been a notoriously difficult and painful process.
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